
 
 

WHW RECRUITMENT: SHOP + EVENTS SUPERVISOR 
 

ROLE: SHOP + EVENTS SUPERVISOR   
COMMITMENT: FULL TIME // INCLUDES WEEKEND AND EVENING WORK 
REPORT TO: SHOP MANAGER // EVENTS  + OPERATIONS MANAGER  
RESPONSIBLE FOR: FRONT OF HOUSE TEAM 
SALARY: £18-22k, DEPENDENT ON EXPERIENCE + TIPS 
 
 
We are looking for an energetic, experienced and committed supervisor to lead shifts at The Groundworks and 
coordinate and deliver events / hires at the shop and our second site, Kite at The Red Hart. 
 
A typical week as the Shop and Events Supervisor would involve 2 days working alongside the Shop Manager on 
the floor, 2 days as sole-charge Shop Supervisor and 1 day assisting the Events and Operations Manager with the 
coordination of the events and private hire programme. Regular delivery of events and private hires will be part of 
your contract. 
 
This is a fast-paced, dynamic role and would suit a confident, diligent individual excited by excellent food and drink, 
memorable customer experience and knock-out events.  In exchange we offer competitive rates, excellent staff perks 
and the opportunity to significantly contribute to an evolving business. At WHW we recruit personable and 
knowledgeable staff who share the same high standards for exceptional customer experience as us.  
 
Following the success of our first business, The Groundworks, this summer we open our second Hitchin site Kite 
at The Red Hart. Whereas The Groundworks is all about excellent coffee and all day brunch, Kite at The Red Hart 
will offer a lively pub and fine dining restaurant: both sites host regular private hires and events. 
 
 
 RESPONSIBILITIES  (Full Job Description available on next page) 

- Supervise the day-to-day operations of the shop during both daytime shifts and evening events, ensuring the 
highest standards are met for food, drink and customer service  

- Manage all customer queries, complaints and enquiries  
- Line manage the FOH team, rewarding and disciplining as needed, reporting behaviour to the Shop Manager 
- Work with the Head Chef to oversee the kitchen team and ensure that all food is served correctly and 

efficiently  
- Oversee stock takes, orders and supplier relations in collaboration with the Shop Manager  
- Follow opening and closing procedures and set up the shop for events 
- Cash up and input data into the office computer  
- Assist the Events and Operations Manager with the coordination and delivery of the events and private hire 

programme 
- Ensure exceptional service is delivered for private hire clients from initial enquiry through to coordination of 

their event  
- Attend and contribute to team training and management meetings as required 

ESSENTIAL QUALITIES  
- Experience of working in hospitality and supervising a team  
- Experience of event coordination and general administrative tasks   
- Confident, assertive and excellent at communicating with customers, clients and colleagues  
- Proactive, positive and keen to contribute to the development of the organisation  
- Trustworthy, reliable and discreet with financial controls 
- Flexibility with working additional hours both over the weekend and during the week  

DESIRABLE QUALITIES (All training can be provided) 
- Trained in making coffee and / or cocktails 
- Trained in computer packages including: Wordpress, Square Space, InDesign 

 
TO APPLY  
Please send a CV, short covering note and provide 2 referees to Sophie via info@thegroundworks.co.uk or drop in a 
CV in person to introduce yourself. Successful candidates will be offered an interview and trial shift.  We aim to fill the 
position as soon as possible for an early April start. Paid training will be provided. 

 



JOB DESCRIPTION: SHOP + EVENTS SUPERVISOR  
 

GENERAL	   SUPERVISE	  THE	  DAY	  TO	  DAY	  OPERATIONS	  OF	  THE	  SHOP	  +	  FOH	  TEAM	  

ASSIST	  IN	  THE	  COORDINATION	  OF	  EVENTS	  +	  PRIVATE	  HIRES	  

WORK	  COLLABORATIVELY	  WITH	  THE	  HEAD	  CHEF	  +	  KITCHEN	  	  +	  MANAGEMENT	  TEAM	  

FOLLOW	  GW	  PROCEDURES	  +	  POLICIES	  INC.	  HYGIENE	  +	  SAFETY	  

REPRESENT	  THE	  WHW	  BRAND	  AT	  ALL	  TIMES	  

CUSTOMER	  SERVICE	   OVERSEE	  THE	  RUNNING	  OF	  THE	  SHOP	  FLOOR,	  KITCHEN	  	  +	  TEAM	  

MANAGE	  CUSTOMER	  QUERIES,	  COMPLAINTS	  +	  ENQUIRIES	  	  

MANAGE	  CUSTOMER	  QUEUE,	  QUEUING	  LIST	  +	  EXPECTATIONS	  OF	  WAIT	  TIMES	  	  

TAKE	  ORDERS,	  RUN	  FOOD	  +	  DRINK,	  CLEAR	  TABLES	  

MAKE	  DRINKS	  TO	  HIGH-‐LEVEL	  SPECIFICATION	  INC.	  COCKTAILS	  ON	  EVENT	  NIGHTS	  

OPERATE	  TILL	  WITH	  ACCESS	  TO	  SUPERVISOR	  FUNCTIONS	  

SPEAK	  CONFIDENTLY	  ABOUT	  MENU,	  INGREDIENTS	  	  +	  SUPPLIERS	  

UPSELL	  MENU,	  RETAIL,	  MAILING	  LIST,	  PRIVATE	  HIRE	  +	  EVENTS	  

EVENTS	  AND	  PRIVATE	  HIRES	  	   ASSIST	  WITH	  THE	  FOLLOWING:	  

	  

PLANNING	  AND	  DELIVERING	  A	  RANGE	  OF	  EVENTS	  INCLUDING:	  QUIZ	  NIGHTS,	  

SUPPER	  CLUBS,	  STALLS,	  FESTIVALS,	  WEDDINGS	  ETC.	  

	  

CREATING	  +	  UPDATING	  CONTENT	  FOR	  SOCIAL	  MEDIA,	  WEBSITES,	  EVENT	  BOOKING	  

PLATFORMS,	  NEWSLETTERS,	  PRINT	  +	  PROMO	  MATERIAL	  	  

	  

COORDINATING	  EVENT	  PREP:	  GUEST	  LISTS	  /	  TICKETS	  /	  DIETARY	  REQUIRMENTS	  /	  

STAFF	  BRIEFS	  	  

	  

RESEARCHING	  AND	  DEVELOPING	  FUTURE	  EVENTS	  AND	  PRIVATE	  HIRE	  PACKAGES	  	  

	  

HR	  

LINE	  MANAGE	  DAY-‐TO-‐DAY	  STAFF	  BEHAVIOUR	  +	  REPORT	  TO	  MANAGER	  FOR	  

REVIEWS	  

COORDINATE	  ‘STAR	  OF	  THE	  MONTH’,	  STAFF	  SOCIALS	  	  +	  TEAM	  DEVELOPMENT	  	  

ACCEPT	  CVS	  AND	  CONTRIBUTE	  TO	  RECRUITMENT	  PROCESS	  INC.	  INDUCTIONS	  +	  

TRAINING	  	  

ATTEND	  +	  CONTRIBUTE	  TO	  STAFF	  MEETINGS	  +	  TRAINING	  

ADMIN	  /	  FINANCE	  

MONITOR	  GENERAL	  SHOP	  EMAILS,	  CALENDAR	  +	  PRINT	  RESOURCES	  	  

DAILY	  CASH	  UP,	  PETTY	  CASH,	  FLOAT	  +	  BANKING	  	  

STOCK	  /	  PRODUCE	  /	  BUILDING	  	  

COORDINATE	  STOCK	  TAKES	  (+	  ORDERS)	  OF	  DRY	  STOCK,	  BAR	  +	  CLEANING	  PRODUCTS	  

MENU	  FEEDBACK	  +	  INNOVATION	  	  

OVERSEE	  FOH	  TEAM	  COMPLETING	  OPENING	  +	  CLOSING	  PROCEDURES	  AND	  WEEKLY	  

DEEP	  CLEANS	  	  

PREP	  SPACE	  FOR	  EVENTS	  AND	  POP-‐UPS	  

OTHER	  	   OTHER	  TASKS	  AS	  DELEGATED	  BY	  MANAGER	  

	  


